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A note on the well-formed formulas of a pure

functional calculus of the first order
Joseph T. Ryan

Abstract
The purpose of this note is to use primitive recursive functions and predicates similar to those presented by Davis [2J to show the well-known
result first proved by Godel in [3J that the well-formed formulas of a pure
functional calculus form a recursive set. The technique shown in this paper
immediately suggests a unique approach to Theorem proving using a computer.
1. Definitions

A pure functional calculus of the first order. PIp. is defined by Cburch

OJ to

be the logistic system having as its primitive symbols i:1lc: t~ght

improper symbols

and the infinite list of individual variables

Also some or all of the following. including either at least one of the
infinite lists of functional' variables or at least, one functional constant. are
included: the infinite list of propositional variables

P q. r.

5

PI

ql rl 51

P2····.•

.

and. for each positive integer n, an infinite list of n-ary functionaFvariables, namely, the infinite list of singularly functional variables
FI

Gl

HI F l l

Gil

H l l F 21 ••••••

the infinite list of binary functional variables
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F2 C 2 H2 F I 2 C I 2

1It2 F22.•••••.•• ... and so on

including any number of individual constants, any number of singularly
functional constants, binary functional constants, ternary functional constants, etc.
The formation rules of

FIp

are given by Church [IJ as:

(1) A propositional variable standing alone is a weIll-formed formula

(henceforth referred to as wff).
(2) If I is an n-ary functional variable or an n-iry functional constant.
and if ab a2' .•., an are individual variables or individual
constants or both (not necessarily all different), then I(ab a2' •••, an)
is a wf/.
(3) If

r

is a wff then

",r is a

wff.

(4) If rand .:1 are wlf then [r:J.:1J is a wlf.
(5) If

r is a

wlf and a is an individual variable, then (va)

r is a

wf/.

We also define a number of functions and predicates suggested by Davis
(1958) :

Dl. The function x-'- y is defined by
X- y

x-'-y=

{

0

if x?:.y}

if x<y

D2. If P(y, x<nl) is an (n + 1) -ary predicate then
%

I(z, x<nl) = (/)

,=9

P(y, x<n) )

is understood to be the (n + 1) -ary total function that satisfies the equation

I(z, X<"') =min:,,[y~z!\P(y,

x<,,» ]

where this is defined and

fez, x<n» =0
elsewhere.
D3. The function Pr(n) is defined as the nth prime in order of magnitude, where we arbitrarily take the Oth prime equal to 0, nam ely
Pr(O) =0
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Pr(n+l) =

PT(nl!+l
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[Prime (y)f\y>Pr(n)]

([J

y=o

where Prime(x) states that x is a prime number.
D4. Let P(Xl' ..., x n ) be an n-ary predicate. Then, by the extension of
P, written
{Xl> X2' •••• ,

I

X n P(Xl' X2"

••• ,

x n )}.

we shall mean set of all 1Z-tuples (al1 a2' ...• , an) for which P(ah a2, •.•. ,
an) is true.

D5. The predicate Gl is defined by the equation
n Gl x= 3> [(Pr(n)Y Ix) f\'" (Pr(n)y+l) Ix)]
y-O

(If x is the Godel number of M, where M consists of the symbols TI1 T2 , ···Tp,

then if O<n~p, n G(x is the number associated with Tm whereas if n=O
or n>p, then n Gl x=O.)
D6. The function L(x) is defined by the equation
L(x)= 3> [(y Glx>O)/'-.A (y+i+l) Gl x=OJ
y~O

i-o

D7. The expression (x/y) states that y divides x evenly.

2. The recursiveness of the w!! of

Flp

Using the above functions and predicates it is possible to demonstrate
that the

w!! of Pp form a recursive set. We proceed to arithmetize the

formal system as follows:
For the primitive symbols of PP, we make the correspondences:
[:)J

(,)v

I2 3I 4I 5I 6I 7I 8I 19
For the infinite list of individual variables (which can be denumerably
infinite in number), we make the correspondences:
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x

y

Z

Xl

ZI

YI

Xz

I I I I I I I······

11 11 Z IP 11 4 11 5 11 6 IF
For the individual constants:
h

fl

hi

gl

fz

f

g
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1~ 1~ l~ 1~ l~ 1~

I I I I I I I······

For the propositional variables:

P

q

r

PI

S

ql

rl

Sl

IP

1~

I I I I I I I I...~ ..

17 IP

l~ 1~ l~ 1~

For the singularly functional variables:
FI GI HI FII Gil HII FzI

I I I I I I lWI······

19

l~ 1~ 1~ 1~ 1~

For the singularly functional constants:
pi

QI

RI

Sl PII QII

I I I I I I······

23 23z 233 23 4 235 236
For the binary functional variables:
FZ GZ lJ2 Flz GlZ

I I I I I······

29 29 z 293 29 4 295

For the binary functional constants:
pz

Q2

RZ SZ Plz QlZ

I I I I I I······

31 31 z 31 3 31 4 31 5 31 6
For the n-ary functional variables:

pn

Gn

I

I

Pr(7+n)

[Pr(8+n)J

Hn
Z

I

[Pr(8+n) ]3

Fin

I .

[Pr(8+n)J4

Finally. for the n-ary functional constants. we make the correspondences:
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pn

Qt'

R"

I

I

I

[Pr(8+n)J2

Pr(8+n)

[Pr(8+n)J3

13

sn

I .

[Pr(8+n)J'

Thus. any formula in Pp will correspond a sequence of numbers. namely
those corresponding to the successive symbols of the formula. For example.
to [(Vx)P(x):J"-'(Vy)Gl(y)J will correspond the sequence
2 6 9 11

8 19 6 11 8 3 5 6 9 IP 8 192 6 112 8 4

We can make a unique number correspond to the formula by taking the
product of the successive prime numbers (in their natural order) with
powers equal to the numbers of the symbols (in the order in which they
occur).
Thus to the formula above will correspond the number
22 36

59

7 11 11 8 1319 17 6 1911 238 29 3

31 5 376 43 9 47 11'

538 59 192 61 6 67 11'

71 8

73'

We call this the Godel number of the formula, or, if M is an expression
consisting of the symbols F h F 2,

•••• ,

F n- 1, F n and we let a 1,

•••• ,

an

be the integers associated with these symbols, then the Godel number of
M is the integEr
n

r=1T Pr(k)Qk

and we write

k=1

gn(M)=r

If M is empty we write gn(M) = 1
We will define Wel/(x) to mean x is the Godel number of a well-formed
-formula.
We will now define five intermediate predicates which will correspond to
the formation rules of PP, 0), (2), (3), (4), and (5), respectively.
(I') Prop(x) holds if and only if
miny[I GI

x~I7y<max

A

17J
[(L(x)=l)/'.(17m/l Gl x)J

m=l

(x is the Godel number of a propositional variable standing alone.)

"

(2') Func(x) holds if and only if
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[{:~:)
As
A6
1\
{. 1\
m=l m=l

A7
As
1\
1\
m=l m=l

-lll ]} J
1\ Vi

i=7

where
A1=miny [I Gl x-'-yPr(9+n)<Pr(9+n)J
A 2 =min y [I Gl x-'-yPr(IO+n)<Pr(IO+n)J
A 3=min y [(2i+1) Gl x..:...l1y<l1J
A 4 =min y [(2i+ 1) Gl x..:...13y<13J
As=min y [I Gl x-'-19y<19J
A 6=min y [I Gl x-'-23y<23]
A 7 =miny [3 Gl x-'-lly<l1]
As=min y [3 Gl x..:...13y<13J
V1=(L(x) =2(n+l)
V 2 =([m 1Pr(9+n)/1 Gl

xJ'/[m~r(lO+n)/l Gl

xJ)

V 3 =(2 Gl x=6)
V4 =([2n+2J Gl x=8)
Vs

=( .=2A [2i Gl X=7J)

V6 =(

br [(llm3/[2i+I] Gl x)v-(I3m /[2i+IJ Gl x])
4

V7 = (L(x) =4)

Vg=([I9ms/l Gl xJV[23m6/1 Gl xJ)

V9 = (2 Gl x=6)
VlO = ([111n-{/3 Gl xJV[I3mg/3 Gl x])
Vu =(4 Gl x=8)

This states that x is a GOdel Number of any n-ary functional variable or
constant standing alone (with its argument).
(3') C. v: Neg(x) holds if and only if

[[Welf(y) JI\[x=2 5*yJ)
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(If

r

is w f then

r ",is
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w f)

(4') C. V. Impl(x) holds if and only if
[[Welf (y)JI\[Welf (z)JI\[x=2 2*y*
[Pr[L(y)

+2JJ 3*z* [Pr[L(y) + L(z) +3JJ4JJ

(5') C. v. Quant(x) holds if and only if
[Welf(y) 1\ {

miny

[lly=nJ
!:l

[[x = 26*3 9*5"*7 8*yJ l\[llm/nJJ

}

We now make the definition:
Welf(x) holds if and only if
[[Prop (x) JV[Func(x) JV[C. V. Neg (x) JV[C. V.Impl(x) JV[C. v. Quant (x) JJ

We note that Welf(x) is recursive. But this simply states that the wff
of

Flp

form a recursive set.
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